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Simply backing up and restoring individual MyISAM tables using copied data files is not supported. DDL operations take
longer due to storage writes,  . Simple backup and restore of individual MyISAM tables using copied data files is not

supported. DDL operations take longer due to storage writes, — writes the developer. If you need to simply backup or
restore multiple MyISAM tables, you can use the DDL option, which allows you to copy individual data to disk.
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This is where your need to create tables explicitly comes into play. For the dynamic create statement,
table_format=STATEMENT is going to create the table with a traditional RBR/LBR structure. while your create table

statement uses ROW column format for the CREATE TABLE syntax: CREATE TABLE tablename (…col1 col2 col3 …) ROW
FORMAT=COMPACT. This Q: How to call a script from a vim's mapping? I'm trying to remap a vim's key combination. As I

don't use it often, I am not familiar with its key map. I googled around and found this. And it solved the issue I was having.
For example, I created a mapping that changes color. nnoremap :echo "b" :map :echo "c" However, what if I wanted to call
a script directly? How do I trigger such a mapping with a script? I am afraid that there are many different ways to trigger

such a mapping, and hence I'm completely confused now. I tried to use eval like this: nnoremap :call
ColorChange.Color("b") :map :call ColorChange.Color("c") But it did not work. The file ColorChange.Color exists in the same

folder as the vimrc file. A: You can use :execute here: nnoremap :execute "call ColorChange.Color('". escape(expand(""),
'\'). "'" That should be enough to solve the problem. (note that I used cword instead of c) Q: What is the best way to handle

this Java architecture question? I'm working on a project that models university courses. These courses have topics. My
design is a KTable: A student completes a course, by writing assignments and taking exams. This all works well, and I have
an aggregate client that can find all the participants in a course, find all the students who have completed a course, find all
the courses they have taken, etc. However, I'm having a problem handling some external factors that may come into play -

namely: An enrolment c6a93da74d
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